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Enemona’s company experience in management of complex construction and
modernization projects in sectors of Industry and Energetics   

I. Introduction  
The purpose of this presentation is to acquaint the present audience   with the Enemona’s

Company experience, gained during the management of complex projects related to KNPP
Modernization Program, enriched during the long-term collaboration with the international
companies – the executors of modernization projects.  

For the successful implementation of tasks on Framatom, Westinghouse, Atomenergoexport
projects, an exchange of process transfer, managerial practices were established between the
Employers companies and Enemona Company, which along with the use of material resources,
organization and personnel gave Enemona opportunity to implement and optimize goals that were
set to the company.  Enemona obtained a development of effective and self-supporting possibilities
for projects successful completion. The approach, work in a way consistent with western
technologies and requirements facilitate our fitting to future projects of this type.  

II. Planning of activities before commencement of Civil Construction Work 
II.1. Projects Choice, Selection and Planning    

Enemona’s Company management defines the business strategy according to the company’s
priorities and abilities.  Selection of projects is implemented by “Strategic development” and
“Marketing” Divisions as well as by “Engineering” Directorate. The efforts of supporting structures
such as “Human resources” Division, Law department, Administrative and Logistics departments
are put in planning process management.  For every project, group of projects, a Project
Management Group is established that develops design plans, programs controlling implementation
of projects.   These plans are, of course, exits to general plans on project of companies – Main
executors.    

II.2. Expert and engineering evaluations  
Enemona accumulated and has quite a lot of experience and qualified specialists and

managers, who develop expert and engineering evaluations. Use of software products such as
“Gaudi plan” “Building Manager” as well as its own, developed at the company mathematical
modules of computerized means allow building of random complicated calculation models
supporting various categories of resources, calculated in a different way and allowing price
formation and planning of any kind of production. A specific database has been generated that
covers all aspects – management, engineering, labour, services, materials, where all activities in a
chronological manner with a certain details are put in. The prices are formed from efficiency and
scopes measures related to Priced Bill of Quantity, single salary rate for different types of labour. In
this way, each offer price is a mirror-like and controlled at all levels. 

II.3. Planning of project  finances  
There are structural teams at Enemona that implement budget planning and control, projects

financing in all its processes. The resources – labour force, equipment, materials – are planned. The
resources costs necessary for completion of the projects activities, their balance according to
incomes and expenditures are developed and evaluated.  The changes in the projects budget are
under control.    

II.4. Project provision and implementation planning    
During the implementation of KNPP Modernization Program, Bulgarian local

engineering, design and construction organizations, in particular Enemona, were assigned
engineering design services for projects important components. Thus, implementing KNPP basic
projects, the western companies were bounded and acquainted in details with plant’s systems in
operation.  This knowledge is crucial for success of each modernization project. Politics of
collaboration and philosophy for binding the Client –KNPP with the process of realization is one of
the reasons for successful performance. According to tasks given by companies – Main contractors



of the Modernization program - Enemona developed detailed installation designs for some of
measures that include:  

- Overall and detailed design plans;  
- Overall and detailed schedules;  
- Overall and detailed reports regarding the design status;  
- Overall and detailed installation plans;  
- Overall and detailed diagrams for cables routing;  
- Quality assurance programs;  
- Documents for engineering strategy and processes;  
- Cable lists and termination diagrams;  
- Design analyses;  
- Cable traces designs and installation drawings;  
- Pipeline layouts;  
- Design of pipelines and installation drawings;  
- Fire protection and other civil construction drawings;  
- Overall and detailed installation procedures;  
- Procedures for implementation of the whole work scope;  
- Training procedures;  
- Testing procedure/ Tests reports  

“Know-how” in these cases is a development of step-by-step implementation of installation
procedures, testing and all additional activities, such as purchasing, incoming inspection, storage
etc. Enemona assisting the basic design schedules elaborated and developed to an appropriate level
daily work schedules that include loads of labour force, equipment and tools. The schedules were
optimized regarding the expenditures checkouts, including monitoring, analysis and information
about budget and money flow, predictions and status during the project development.   

II.5. Planning of   materials, machines, tools and equipment  provision   
At Enemona there is a developed system for planning deliverables and provision of

materials, machinery, tools, equipment. The processes are regulated from specifying  necessities,
selection of suppliers, purchasing,  incoming inspection and control of the purchased products to
defining possible claims regarding the deliverables and the documents control.   

II.6. Mobilization of labour force  
In accordance with the integrated schedules and work at various objects and sites, the necessity of
work staff and its qualification is planned at Enemona. Every week the database concerning
sections load for all projects for the period is updated.     

Necessity of hiring and the process of hiring other companies as subcontractors or attraction
of the company’s branches, working at other sites, as well as updating of personnel quantity at
Enemona, became the company’s strategy with a great importance. Nowadays, at the company
there are about 1300 highly qualified managers, specialists and workers. The company has a
possibility to mobilize its disengaged personnel of its branches in Bulgaria within one-week period.
There are concluded frame contracts with its possible contracting parties and partner companies for
collaboration concerning providing technically fitted working personnel.   

II.7. Quality planning  
Of exceptional importance during the planning and implementation of such kind of projects

is to establish and maintain QA programs that meet   EN ISO 9001 requirements. All foreign
companies demand that their Bulgarian partners be certified on EN ISO 9001 in order to be sure
that the companies they work with can assure quality management at each stage of the projects
implementation.   

Enemona SA Quality system is elaborated and introduced in accordance with the
requirements of EN ISO 9001:2000 with a field of application – Designing, management and
implementation of projects in energy (conventional and nuclear), industrial and civil



construction. It is certified by TÜV Rheinland EUROQUA Kft. – Certifying Center to TÜV CERT
with certificate № 75 100 6499 dated 21.08.03.   

Quality assurance programs that are developed for each contract (project) or a part of
contract are in accordance with Enemona’s quality management system and define functions,
responsibilities, organizational and engineering activities with the main purpose to meet
requirements of the Employer and assure quality during the objects fulfillment. An important
managerial practice imposed by Framatom, Westinghouse, Atomenergoexport, KNPP and
implemented by Enemona is a specific planning of management and control of activities on quality
assurance. At an appropriate low level are developed installation designs as work packages of
measures completed a unit of activities, for example in room, building. The exact chronological
description of activities and points and levels of control indicated by Contractor, Employer and
Client in attached detailed quality plan, give a prerequisite for exact accuracy and control on
activities.    

II.8. RISK planning   
Enemona has clearly defined goals and business strategy and constantly works   for

improvement of approaches and taking managerial solutions to minimize the RISK such as a
probability the given target will not   be achieved or given evaluation criterion will not   be covered.  

 We are striving to identify the sources of uncertainty – accidental deviations, inaccurate and
inadequate evidence and prognoses.  
• RISK planning for business goals   –   This risk is specified when Enemona makes accurate

managerial solutions about identifying and commencement, specifying a probable
competitiveness from the side of other companies, specifying needs and possibilities.  An
important factor to determine RISK is to accurately specify Clients’ and Employers’ goals.   

• Planning of Technical and Technological RISK.  This RISK is specified while introducing
new products, dependence on work of other contractors, necessity of integration to the existing
systems. At the company we moderately try with new innovations, technologies, products,
materials as we use experience, successful or bitter, of other companies, making analyses of the
results. 

••  RISK at the planning (development of analyses, expert examinations, plans and schedules).
During the common planning we consider that it can be changes in the basis, environment (for
example, a need of subcontractors, their qualification, their technical equipment, lack of
awareness of sites geography). We have a significant experience and evidence in order to use
analysis methods and methods for minimization of consequences related to inaccurate or wrong
planning.  

• RISK while planning expenditures and budgets.  At the process of negotiations with
Employers and Clients related to implementation we gained sufficient experience to estimate
unforeseen scopes, related to them business trips, expenditures for mobilizing additional
personnel, unidentified during the negotiations   deliverables, time for work.   

••  Organizational and managerial RISK -  It is specified when there are unclarified mechanism
for taking decisions and communications. It is constantly work at Enemona for its improvement
and there are already successful models to minimize this RISK.   

••  Specifying RISK during implementation of CCW concerning safety of work.  Planning of
activities related to safe work is being implemented at Enemona. Programs for assessment of
risk related to incidents and recommended activities for their minimization are being developed.
Factors that can impact on planned activities as well as activities in such cases are specified.  

II.9. Readiness Review        
Westinghouse Company performing its local procedure and realizing its policy for

identification and minimization of risks related to Civil Construction Work and Start-up and
Commissioning Work introduced its successful worldwide practice at KNPP site, which is  



carrying out of readiness review one month before Outage commencement. As a subcontractor of
measures, Enemona, meeting all requirements, submits for its readiness the following:   
• Tasks completed of the project planned  
• Availability of approved installation designs and documents packages  
• Resource provision concerning availability in storages of all necessary materials and
consumables with incoming inspection done.   
•   Resource provision of equipment, machinery and tools  
• Labour force with required qualification, equipment and training for the corresponding
project (measure).  
• Required interfaces with other projects and communications with managers 

Independent commission, auditing the readiness, gives a conclusion and recommendations
for measures to eliminate indicated omissions in the readiness. The process is controlled up to
absence of comments. 

 The exceptional importance of a managerial practice and approach during its control allows
Enemona to carry out all its significant, with relation to scope, measures of the western company
modernization program. Enemona accepted and introduced this practice for all projects under its
company local procedure.   

III. Management of Civil Construction Work  during the implementation   
III.1. Process control  

• Elaboration of all required permission documents for commencement of activities  
• Organizing of sequence of activities in accordance with technological and other requirements

and in accordance with installation plans and installation schedules  
• Activities related to assurance of safety control  
• Organizing use of specific tools and machinery (coordination with other projects)  
• Solutions for corrective measures as a result of changes in schedules  
• Actions related to provision and implementation control  
• Testing, examinations, maintenance  

III.2.  Resources management and implementation control  
Our company established structures that implement necessary control on implementation of

large projects that include all aspects of their realization and   resources management.  
• Contacts realization  
• Personnel selection, companies as subcontractors and suppliers  
• Personnel training  
• Inspection of deliveries  
• Materials inspection  
• Control on operation of equipment, machinery and motor transport  
• Engineering structure for projects management and engineering support for supervision

and inspection  
• Control on quality of implementation   
• Control on personnel safety  
We also use services of other accredited companies while implementing tasks on activities

on designing, implementation, testing and start-up and commissioning work. 

III.3. Quality management  
At the company quality management during the implementation starts from the contracts

review, designing, project management, selection of suppliers and subcontractors, delivery of
products, equipment and materials that are used during the project implementation, incoming
quality inspection of the delivered products, their proper storage and transportation to place of
installation, planned quality inspection during CCW, end inspection and tests, warranties for service
and management of used methods for inspection, testing and measurement. Introduction of quality
management system  at Enemona SA in 2000 in accordance with ЕN ISO 9001requirements allows



it to be involved in implementation of a number of projects related to construction, reconstruction
and modernization, the executors of which are leading foreign companies.   

III.4. Management on projects completion  
Enemona implements all measures necessary for its sites successful handing-over:  

• Organizing and issuance of documents for reporting the completed activities   
• Reports concerning materials and equipment used  
• Elimination of comments on completed activities (if there are such ones)  
• Development of all final documents (including as-built of projects) that are of the company

competence  

IV. Clients references   
 I leave to you, our Employers and Clients, to give the references for work completed by
Enemona company. I will just mention Mr. Chestimir Hroushka words, Westinghouse, Czech
Republic, manager, who was a chairman of a board of the last audit carried out, “Yes, I can say that
every year you become better, your results are so close to our requirements”    

V. Conclusion  
An accumulated experience of work with the foreign partners is estimated at a great extent at

Enemona. As trivial it can sounds, some principles, approaches and methods of works have been
established, which have been unknown in Bulgaria so far, based on strict scientific methods and
practices that support Enemona to be competitive in order to assume fulfillment of similar projects
not only at KNPP site, but also at new projects and sites including the challenge for the erection of
NPP “Belene”. In order to meet requirements of foreign companies, Enemona is able to apply new
technologies and achievements in assurance of high quality of repair and installation activities on
construction of new objects or their modernization. You assisted for setting up and established at
Enemona your “know-how” for project management and you have at the disposal an engineering
company that is able to assume the proposed part at the implementation of your projects, your tasks
and be sure that Enemona will complete and satisfy all your claims.  
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